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By Chanel Brenner

Silver Birch Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 218 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.KIRKUS REVIEWS: Through poems and
vignettes, Brenner s moving debut memoir commemorates her son s death. Brenner began writing
poetry in earnest the night 6-year-old Riley died of an arteriovenous malformation brain
hemorrhage.These free verse selections, mostly written in complete sentences, rely on alliteration,
assonance and striking imagery rather than straight rhyming for impact. Perspective morphs
subtly, starting in the third person and moving into a more intimate first-person present, with
occasional outbursts of second-person address to Riley.A noteworthy exploration of a parent s
grief. The poems inside of this book were torn from the heart of a woman whose suffering is so
immense that it could swallow her whole. Instead of letting the staggering pain consume her,
Chanel Brenner crafted these undeniably gorgeous meditations on the death of her son. I read
Vanilla Milk four times before putting it down, because I was afraid to let it go. Chanel Brenner has
crafted a resplendent work of art that is unrivaled in its ability to make sense of the ebbs and flows
of grief. MATTHEW LOGELIN,...
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The book is simple in read through safer to understand. I could comprehended everything out of this published e pdf. I discovered this book from my i and
dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Ma ud K ula s I--  Ma ud K ula s I

These kinds of publication is everything and got me to looking ahead of time and much more. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and
valuable. Your way of life period is going to be enhance when you full looking over this ebook.
-- Dr . Lessie Mur phy IV-- Dr . Lessie Mur phy IV
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